
July 1 SPDX 
 
Next Meeting, 7/15, 11EDT. 
Back to normal agenda and dial in. 
Agenda and dial in info will be issued in advance. 
 
Attendance 
Bill Schineller, Black Duck 
Dennis Clark, NexB 
Esteban Rockett, Motorola 
Jack Manceck TI 
Jeff Luszcz, Palamida 
Mark Gisi, Wind River 
Marshall Clow, Qualcomm 
Martin Michlmayr, HP 
Michael Herzog, NexB 
Tom Incorvia Micro Focus 
 
Trademark 
We are moving ahead with SPDX and Software Package Data 
Exchange. We need to start using the TM in all externally facing 
materials.  
*Rockett will issue a memo . 
 
Messaging 
PhilO posted V1.1 of the standard presentation on the wiki. Only 
change is adding TMs. Also mentioned his SPDX article in Dr. Dobbs. 
Recruiting SPDX participation at IBM, Apache. Martin has also 
generated interest from Apache and Mozilla as well. 
 
Website 
Martin solicited feedback on new FOSSBazaar (Linux Foundation-like) 
website. He's rearranged and consolidated the SPDX section. 
Martin will be expanding SPDX website prior to LinuxCon. Phil and Kate 
are in process of proposing an SPDX logo. 
 
OSCON 
PhilO, JeffL, and MarkG will man FOSSBazaar/SPDX stand in HP booth. 
We'll have the FOSSBazaar website up and SPDX slides. 
*Jeff will create a sign with relevant URLs and QR Codes (for scanning 
with phone camera). Jeff you should probably coordinate with Lynn 
Abbott. 
LinuxCon & SPDX 
Kate will be speaking and PhilO has scheduled a Birds of a Feather 



session. We are hoping to turn that into a working SPDX meeting, if 
enough participants attend. 
 
EXAMPLE FOR APPENDIX II 
Criteria: 
 Small, multi-license 
 Nothing that exposes a project's "dirty laundry" (e.g. licensing 
incompatibility) 
 Relatively general and well known 
 Ideally uses every field 
zlib was agreed as a candidate the met the criteria. It has 228 files, so 
there was concern that it would be long for a printed appendix. It was 
agreed that some abbreviation would be OK for the Appendix, but that 
the full example should be available (with others) on the SPDX 
website.  Abbreviation, for example, might not provide an exhaustive 
list of files with no licenses. 
*JeffL has already done some work with a zlib example for SPDX and 
will update to the latest in time for review in advance of 7/15 meeting. 
*Bill will provide Jeff with updated RDF specification (targeting this 
weekend). 
	  


